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“The ultimate disease of our times is vagueness of expectations.” 
- Joe D. Batten, Author of The Classic Tough-Minded Management 

 
In most businesses, sadly, selling is an act, not a process. 
 
The mistakes made here are many. Everything is separated and isolated. Advertising. 
Marketing. They deliver a prospect to Sales, where, typically, the entire outcome is 
placed in the hands of very fallible Salespeople permitted to freelance at will, 
committing random acts of Selling. 
 
Afterward, the customer is dumped off to Operations, where the promises made may 
or may not be fulfilled. 
 
Examine just about any business with more than one person doing the selling and 
you’ll find each salesperson doing things differently than the others. Over in 
accounting, everybody’s using the very same bookkeeping ledgers and 2+2 = 4, 
period. But in sales, for some crazy rationale, everybody’s allowed to “wing it”. If you 
want maximum profits, you’ll figure out what the best sales presentation is and 
everybody will use it. You need a “Program” for selling that all your salespeople 
comply with and use. 
 
Wrapped around the human salespersons adhering to your “Program”, you need a 
complete system for selling, for moving each prospect neatly along a path – or, as the 
marketing wiz behind Blu-Blockers® and author of a terrific sales and marketing 
book Triggers, Joe Sugarman calls it, a “greased chute” – that connects advertising to 
marketing to selling, that qualifies and prepares prospects to buy before they 
consume the time and talent of your salespeople, and that both supports and helps 
control the efforts of the salespeople. One of the best quotes about all this is from a 
highly respected sales trainer, David Sandler, founder of the Sandler Selling System® 



 

now with trainers and offices nationwide. David said: “If you don’t have a system for 
selling, you are at the mercy of the customer’s system for buying.” I would add: for not 
buying. Such a system has to be built macro and micro. 
 
The macro parts link all your advertising, marketing, publicity, sales and operations 
pieces together with common themes, a clearly understood covenant with customers, 
and, as I said, a process for moving the customer smoothly along the path, from first 
expression of interest to completed purchase. Think of this as an exercise in control 
over the prospect and the process. The micro parts have to do with all of the human 
interaction between the prospect and receptionists, clerks and, most of all, sales 
people. Think of it as an exercise in control over the actual selling and the people 
doing the selling. 
 
There’s a lot of nonsense spewed about leaving salespeople to their own devices to 
preserve spontaneity, encourage creativity, and so on. It’s all b.s. Selling is a scientific 
and mechanical process, not something you should make up as you go along. The 
person widely judged as America’s #1 Sales Trainer, Tom Hopkins, and I are both 
strong advocates of scripts. As a direct- response copywriter paid upwards from 
$50,000.00 plus royalties to write advertisements, sales letters and web sites, I can 
assure you that choices of words, language matters. What I do in writing is 
“salesmanship in print.” If it matters there, it matters in “salesmanship live” too. But 
‘live’ not only do words chosen, scripted and used matter, so does appearance, dress, 
physical movement and body language, the selling environment, the actual movement 
of the prospect from place to place, seating choices, props used and much more. My 
colleague Sydney Biddle Barrows and I call this Sales Choreography®. We believe 
that everything should be choreographed, from the first step the prospect takes into 
the selling environment, moment by moment, movement by movement, sentence by 
sentence. There’s quite a bit of resistance to this idea, of course, because it requires a 
lot of thought, discipline and practice by the salespeople and other staff members and 
a lot of supervisory enforcement by management. I can assure you that, for the few 
who embrace it, the pay-off is enormous. 
 
Incidentally, I push my readers, newsletter subscribers, coaching members and 
clients toward a “whole approach”. Most of my work has to do with everything 
leading up to the sale. I devise the systems as well as write the copy – and teach 
business owners how to do it for themselves – that gets ideal prospects to raise their 
hands, step forward and step onto the path constructed to then move them through 
qualifying and preparation, so by the time they face a salesperson and/or a buying 



 

decision, they view the salesperson as an expert and trusted advisor, the company as 
unique, and are pre-disposed to do business with them. I have consultants and service 
providers I recommend if intense work on driving traffic online to web sites or 
renting mailing lists or the handling of inbound calls or software systems to manage 
lead flow (see next Chapter) is needed. At the point that the prospect begins engaging 
humans, and will be face to face with staff and salespeople, there are resources and a 
tele-coaching program on Sales Design® that I’ve developed with Sydney Biddle 
Barrows, and Sydney does go on-site as well. Sales Design® is about mapping out 
step-by-step-by-step everything that is to occur with and be said to the prospect, 
every if-hesays- this, you-say-that movement forward toward purchase. 
 
The Biggest Improvement You Can Make As Manager And As Sales Manager: Stop 
Accepting Less Than You Should Get If you get nothing else from this book, do nothing 
else as a result of this book, you ought to at least take a fresh, analytical, tough-
minded look at what you are getting from your people as a whole and individually for 
the money you are spending. 
 
Most business owners accept shockingly poor sales results as if they make sense. In 
the hearing aid industry, the “close rate” – people who come to the store, get a hearing 
test, and get a full sales presentation – ranges from as poor as 25% to as good as 40%. 
60 to 75 out of every 100 people who come in suffering from hearing difficulties and 
in need of a hearing aid do NOT buy! 
 
How can anyone managing this business accept such a thing? In the automobile 
business, roughly 20% of the people who come into a showroom buy a car there. 80 of 
the 100 left their homes, got in their cars, drove across town to the car dealership, 
braved the selling environment, looked at, asked questions about, even test drove 
cars that interested them but then were not sold a car. 
 
To me, incredible. Awful. Embarrassing. Yet car sales managers confronted about this 
shrug and tell me “That’s about right.” No. It isn’t. In a dental practice, chiropractic 
practice or the like, patients coming in for consultation and exam are then, 
subsequently, given a sales presentation. Here I see wildly differing results. One 
doctor will close 70%, another a pathetic 30%. 
 
Why the difference? 
 
In the last comparable, completely controlled selling environment I managed myself, 



 

we brought doctors into a small meeting of several hours, to group- sell a product. We 
had one employee doing these meetings in about 25 cities a month and I did them in 5 
a month. In three years, his close rate was never 
– never – below 85%. Mine hovered at 80%. Most of the time, he closed all but one 
person, called him the next day and closed him after the fact. I have been told by many 
others trying to replicate this model or with experience in this type of selling that 
such numbers are ‘impossible’ and that he and I must be ‘freaks of nature.’ They’re 
wrong. Not only are such results possible, they should be expected, normal and 
customary. 
 
We achieved them for reasons anyone can replicate in any business: macro, we had a 
system delivering interested, qualified, prepared prospects to our selling 
environment; micro, we had a precision crafted presentation delivered perfectly. 
 
If people come to buy, they ALL should buy. If that’s not happening, you should be 
wracking your brain to figure out what you are doing wrong. 
 
The Human Factor: If You Are Going To Have Salespeople In Your Employ. Pick 
Carefully and Manage Tough It’s not just “Can they sell?” It’s “Will they sell?”, and 
“Will they sell here?”. I learned this from a top sales management consultant, Bill 
Brooks, and it is profound. It’s not just limited to salespeople either – it really applies 
to every type of employee in every type of job. Reality is, somebody who might be a 
good employee at Company A may be a lousy employee in the same job at Company B. 
 
This is what makes hiring by resume so flawed. 
 
But how can this be? After all, auto sales is auto sales, so a guy who was successful at 
the Cadillac dealer in Chicago ought to succeed at the Cadillac dealership in Cleveland, 
or the guy who was successful at the Cadillac dealership in Chicago should thrive at 
the Lexus dealership in Chicago. Or the person who was a super receptionist at one 
financial planner’s office will surely be just as super at another financial planner’s 
office, right? Wrong. 
 
Different people flourish or flunk in different environments. 
 
Let’s start back at the first question. Can he sell? If you are hiring experienced 
salespeople, then you can answer this question with their experience to date, 
checking their references, seeing proof of their commissions earned. If you are hiring 



 

inexperienced people and making them into salespeople, then you might rely on much 
more in-depth interviews including discussing what they think is the right thing to do 
in different selling situations. You might utilize an aptitude test purchased from one of 
the many companies that provide assessment tests. 
 
And you’ll be looking for non-sales experience that evidences the attitudes necessary 
for success in selling. For example, one client of mine with a very successful sales 
organization, who only hires people with no prior selling experience, asks “Have you 
been successful in anything?” and “have you struggled and found something so 
difficult you almost quit but then stuck with it and succeeded?”. 
 
The second question. Will he sell? Again, if recruiting experienced salespeople, you 
can look into their historical track record. If they had peaks and slumps and 
inconsistent results where they were, you’d need a good reason to believe they aren’t 
going to import their inconsistency into your business. If they increased their sales 
and earnings year to year, you could hope for that same pattern in your employ. If 
they stagnated, you’d need good reason to expect otherwise. Sometimes just the 
change of scenery will revitalize a bored or complacent experienced pro, but that will 
usually be brief. If he got complacent there, he’ll get complacent here. In ‘will he sell?”, 
you’re trying to solve the mystery of motivation and that’s not easy. But self- 
motivation leaves clues. The most recent sales book he’s read, most recent sales 
seminar he’s been to, most interesting technique he’s introduced to his repertoire in 
the past year. What he can tell you about his goals. If hiring inexperienced people for 
sales, again, you have no specific history to consider, but you do have non-specific 
history, basically the person’s whole story. Did they work two jobs to get through 
school or did mommy pay their way? Have they worked in any job dealing with the 
public, like waiting tables? Are they really interested in a sales career or settling for it 
because they can’t find what they want? – if interested, they’ll already be reading 
books, listening to CD’s, educating and preparing themselves. 
 
The third question is the trickiest. Just because he can and will sell does not mean 
he’ll excel at selling in your employ. Your company culture may be very different than 
ones he’s previously experienced. You may require him to present things in a way he 
feels is deceptive, dishonest or unethical, or he may feel hamstrung and neutered by 
the ethical restraints you impose on the way he presents things. You may have a 
better defined “Program” you insist be complied with than his prior employers, and 
he may welcome the organization and discipline, or he may chafe at it. These matters 
need to be explored in lengthy, frank and detailed discussions once you get serious 



 

about a candidate. There is no point in hiring a sales professional without full 
disclosure of your ‘Program’ and how tough you are about compliance with it. 
 
Right Sales System + Right Sales People = Outstanding Success 
 
Almost. The other missing link has to do with lost but viable prospects. Most systems 
controlling everything leading up to the sale give up on prospects too soon and too 
easily, or leave on-going follow-up to the human salespeople. Doing that can be a huge 
mistake. Salespeople really adept at selling are usually incredibly inept and 
irresponsible at follow-up. They are called ‘salespeople’, not follow-up people. The 
next Chapter talks quite a bit about plugging the leaky holes of poor follow-up. Its 
author is a client of mine, and I also endorse his company’s unique software system. 
It’s the one we use at Glazer-Kennedy Insider’s Circle™, and most of my clients use it 
as well. In interest of full disclosure, I am a stockholder in this company as well. 
 
However you accomplish it, here’s what’s important: once someone has raised their 
hand and expressed interest in your products, services, solution or information, and 
you put them on your path, they should be moved forward toward the sale at a 
prescribed yet flexible pace, with a lot of nudges by mail, e-mail, fax, drives to 
different web sites, tele-seminars, webinars; a primary sequence but for those who 
fail to move at its pace, a continuing, patient sequence. Most businesses waste the 
lion’s share of all the money spent on advertising by, first, not using it to create and 
capture interested prospects, and then by poor or insufficient follow-up. 
 
Beyond that, follow-up after the sale shouldn’t be left in the hands of salespeople 
either. They will instinctively focus on their next hunt and kill, the next prospect, the 
next sale. But, hopefully, you are interested in creating, measuring and maximizing 
long-term customer value. To do that, you have to wow ‘em after the sale and 
continually, frequently ‘arrive’ to keep the relationship alive. 
 
So, finally, you have to manage the relationships with your prospects and your 
customers. 

 
 

 


